
$3,999,000 - 84 SWALLOWDALE Road
 

Listing ID: 40582163

$3,999,000
6 Bedrooms, 7 Bathrooms, 2.5 acres
Single Family

84 SWALLOWDALE Road, Huntsville,
Ontario, P1H0A5

Tucked away amongst towering trees with
no visible neighbour’s in sight awaits this
well-appointed six-bedroom, seven-
bathroom, year-round waterfront property
commanding over 10,000sqft with west
exposure. Stunning, grand, impressive,
beautiful, and gorgeous are just some of the
words to describe this luxurious jaw-
dropping build. The sprawling 2.5-acre lot
assures ultimate privacy and boaters can
enjoy miles of boating on connecting lakes
known as: Fairy Lake, Peninsula Lake, Lake
Vernon, and Mary Lake. Upon entry,
prominent hand scribed logs are seen
throughout that lead you down the “wing”
of your choice. The layout is simply genius.
Entertaining is a breeze with family and
friends each enjoying their own private
primary suites which include multiple beds,
spa like ensuite with heated floors, sitting
area, walkouts, and walk-in closet. The
games room, den, office, bonus room, yoga
station, and multiple sitting rooms have
been carefully designed and furnished for all
your “home away from home” needs.
Hosting your family for the holidays? The
dining room alone seats more than 20
comfortably. Or better yet this would make
a fantastic retreat for corporate events. With
all the modern-day conveniences at your
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fingertips you might just consider calling
this property home. Easy four-season access
from the highway, hospital close by, trails,
skiing, golfing around the corner, dining,
and Huntsville is just a short drive for all
amenities. (id:50245)
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